5G Knowledge Summit (5G-KS)

An Initiative by NanoCell Networks and CEWiT
What is 5G KS?

A NanoCell and CEWiT initiative to bring together various players in the 5G ecosystem to share/enhance knowledge and cooperation; similar to Wi-Fi knowledge summit (www.wifi-ks.org)

Sharing of technical insights by professionals involved in 5G without marketing or sales oriented motive

Vendors/ R&D/Govt./Chipset companies/Service Providers/Operators/Academics .. are expected to participate
What will be the content in 5G-KS?

**Pre Summit Event**

**Certification Courses on 5G**

Training programs developed and certified by NanoCell and CeWIT starting from the basics to the advanced. Involvement of other professionals working in 5G expected; this is to help people gain knowledge in the latest areas.

**5G Knowledge Summit**

Insights from experts on standards, technology, regulation, products, and deployments by specialists; panels to debate and discuss key matters.
Why should we attend 5G-KS?

• To gain 5G knowledge from experts who are attending standards and delivering training to corporates all over the globe at an economical rate.

• To hear from various players in the 5G ecosystem in one place and network with professionals working in 5G.

• To publicize product/services/other roles by setting up sponsorship booths

• Academicians and students to gain knowledge from industry experts
How can I Participate in 5G-KS?

• Register for training programs at a nominal cost and/or the summit to gain from the experience

• Sponsor the summit by setting a booth to publicize your company’s activities in 5G.

• Volunteer a speaker role to help the ecosystem gain from your specialized knowledge
FAQs

• What is the target audience
  • The target audience for this event are 5G industry professionals working for Product & Chipset vendors, Telcos/ISP s, System Integrators, R&D/Software services providers, regulators and relevant government agencies, Academicians and Students

• What is the nature of this event?
  • 5G-KS is a technical conference focused on 5G technology, its deployment and use cases. The talks are neutral from product/vendor perspective.

• How many participants are expected in this event?
  • Approximately 150 to 200

• How often this event will be conducted and what geography?
  • It will be a half yearly event
  • To start with, this event is planned across major cities in India. The plan is to take it to APAC region subsequently
FAQ

• How much time slot will be available for a sponsor?
  • 5G-KS is a non-profit initiative. Sponsorship is needed to cover the cost of this event. We charge a very low registration fee from the participants.
  • Sponsors’ names/logos are mentioned in all the marketing communication sent to organizations in the industry.
  • Sponsors’ names/logos will be mentioned on the website (www.5G-ks.org)
  • Sponsors are allowed to put up 1-2 standees at the event venue.
  • Sponsors can display 5G-KS banner on their websites.
  • Sponsorship does not automatically guarantee speaking slot. However, if a topic is proposed which fits within the theme and meets the vendor/product neutrality criteria, it can be considered.
www.5G-KS.org

To partner/sponsor/participate

Contact:
devadas.pai@nanocellnetworks.com
Srikanth.s@nanocellnetworks.com